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Abstract 2. The Shinjuku Guide interface

The main point of this paper is to show how a
gesture-based interface may become key interaction
factor in human computer interface design when
interaction depends on time. We show our point using
a prototype tourist guide we developed as a case
study. We also take this chance to present other
sophisticated interaction techniques such as pie
menus and direct object manipulation, and show how
they can be realised with ToolBook.

Shinjuku Guide has three interaction modes (apart
from traditional push buttons):
• jump  selects the place to visit from an aerial

map
• gesture, e.g. turn right, go forward)
• manipulation, e.g. play a CD;
different interaction modes are available depending
on which part of Shinjuku Guide the user is viewing.

1. Introduction

This paper shows how timing and gestures may
become key interaction factors in human computer
interface design; as a test case we present a prototype
of a multimedia tourist guide (called Shinjuku
Guide1) featuring a gesture based interface, pie menu
and direct object manipulation. In this paper we also
discuss the most relevant features of the interface of
Shinjuku Guide.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in
section 2 we discuss Shinjuku Guide navigation
modes, in section 3 we describe the ToolBook
implementation of Shinjuku Guide and in the final
section 4 we draw some conclusions.

Figure 1. A (partial) representation of the structure of
Shinjuku Guide showing how different navigation
modes are used to move among the Map, the zones

and the shops. (This figure does not show navigation
operations activated by a traditional push-button

interface.)

                                                       
1Shinjuku is the name of an important Tokyo
shopping area.



Jump mode • Go forward2: right click, drag UP, release
• Go backward: right click, drag DOWN, releaseThe user starts navigating in Shinjuku Guide from the

Map, where some traditional clickable icons are
placed; these icons let the user access (jump to)
different zones in Shinjuku (e.g. “Walking area” or
“Yasukuni avenue”).

• Turn left: right click, drag LEFT, release
• Turn right: right click, drag RIGHT, release

Users unfamiliar with gesture based interfaces are
supported by a pie menu. A pie menu
[1][2][3][4][5][9]  is a special type of menu
whose items are placed on the sectors of a circle
rather than piled as rows in a rectangle (see figure 3).
When a pop-up pie menu is invoked, it appears on the
screen with its centre placed below the mouse cursor
(figure 3a) and the user selects one of its items
moving the mouse on the proper sector (figure 3b).

Directional Navigation

When the user jumps into a zone, a video of that
zone is shown; for example, if the user clicks on the
north ending of Yasukuni avenue, the application
starts a video clip shot from a car running southward
along the road. While a video of a zone is running,
users can sometimes change motion direction (i.e.
turn into a side street) or move towards some object
displayed on the screen (e.g. walk into a shop); in
both cases a new video will start. We also alert users
about the possibility of changing direction showing
pop up arrows with a descriptive name of the
potential destination.

Figure 3. Bringing up a pie menu and selecting one of
its items

Direction change commands are mapped onto the
sectors of their pie menu as follows:Figure 2. Shinjuku Guide's screen while driving in

Yasukuni avenue • Go forward TOP SECTOR
• Go backward BOTTOM SECTORThis kind of interface makes it quite intuitive to

understand when it is possible to change direction and
what the destination of the direction change is.
However, timing can become a critical aspect of the
human-computer interaction because users can only
change direction while the “target” of the direction
change is displayed on the screen (i.e. they might not
be fast enough to change direction before the target
disappears).

• Turn left LEFT SECTOR
• Turn right RIGHT SECTOR

A key point is that the mouse operations needed to
bring up the pie menu and select one of its sectors are
the same mouse operations required by the
corresponding gesture based command: indeed a fast
selection from a pie menu corresponds to the gesture
needed to issue the same change direction command.This kind of timing problems can be relieved by

reducing the time the user needs to issue a direction
change command: indeed in Shinjuku Guide it is
possible to change direction with a single gesture.

In fact, as users become skilled at using the pie
menu, their selection becomes faster and faster up to
the point when the pie menu is not even displayed –
i.e. they naturally get to the point of just doing a
gesture!

Direction change commands are mapped onto the
following gestures:

                                                       
2i.e. resume video after pause



Direct manipulation (and delete it when we leave the page). The overall
management of pie menus is therefore rather heavy
but we currently have reasonably good performances
even on 386SX-level machines – and blind selection,
which is supposed to be the most frequent way of
using pie menus, is quite satisfactory.

When users enter into a shop they can use direct
object manipulation to get some information on the
shop itself; for example, when in a music store, users
can listen to several tunes selecting a CD icon and
dragging it over a CD-player. Of course, we have
been careful to always give visual feedback in
response to direct manipulation commands – for
example opening the CD player lid when the disc
icon is dragged close to it [6] .

Direct manipulation, in the case of ToolBook
applications, involves dragging (graphic) objects
across the screen and dropping them somewhere.
Because dragging is controlled by a script that keeps
updating the position of the object while it is being
dragged, the smoothness of the manipulation depends
quite a bit on the speed of the machine being used.3. The ToolBook implementation

4. Conclusions
In this section we describe some of the problems we
had to solve to implement the interface of Shinjuku
Guide. Shinjuku Guide demonstrates how easy-to-use and

natural (yet sophisticated) interaction techniques can
be nicely integrated into an application without
having to resort to expensive (and hard to use)
interface toolkits. We also showed a (common)
example where the use of a gesture based interface
can greatly improve the usability of a multimedia
application.

Jump navigation is implemented trivially because it
just consists of active graphic objects placed on an
image representing a map.

We could easily implement gesture-based
commands as well; in this case we only need to detect
where the right mouse button is pressed, where it is
released and then compute the direction of the gesture
assuming the mouse was moved along a straight
trajectory. Computations are performed by a
rightButtonUp handler, which is also in charge of
executing the command associated to the direction
selected by the user.

Our pie menu interface is available as a freeware
and we hope this will help to spread its use.

About the authors
It should be noted that we can only discriminate

among very simple gestures (straight mouse
movements): the actual recognition of the shape of a
mouse trajectory – such as a cross drawn on an object
to delete it – would require more sophisticated
support from the lower software layers (such as the
windowing system or the operative system).
However, as we noted earlier, if we can draw a
metaphor linking a set of commands to a set of
directions, we can use our gesture interface; for
example, when we select a paragraph in a word
processor, we might interpret the shift right (left)
gesture as an align right (left) command and the up
(down) gesture as an exchange position with previous
(next) paragraph command.
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